TEXAS T-CART PERFORMER AGREEMENT
Performance Options






One day air show - one, two or three flights daily.
Two day air show - one, two or three flights daily.
Three day air show - one, two or three flights daily.
Plus Media Day performance (no additional charge).

Performance Type and Flight Description





Aerial Ballet: Powered routine of Randy's signature maneuvers choreographed
to music. Length: 7-12 minutes; longer program includes optional three-minute
ground show at conclusion of the flight.
Dead Stick: Power-off safety of flight demonstration, interactive and educational
with comedic flair. Length: 5 minutes with air start.
Patriotic Show Opener: Circles skydivers with red, white and blue smoke (white
main smoke with red and blue wingtip smoke).

Performance Fee
TEXAS T-CART AIRSHOWS calculates the performance fee based on event length and
total number of flights requested by the event organizer(s). Media Day performances
are included at no additional charge.



Quote



Contractual Amount

Event: ________________________________________
Date: _________________________________________
Location: ______________________________________

$ ______________

Stipulations
In addition to the agreed-upon performance fee, PRODUCER will provide the following
to TEXAS T-CART AIRSHOWS while at the event site:

 Aircraft fuel (100LL), aviation engine oil and smoke oil (Corvus 13 preferred) for
each day of performance; fuel fill-up prior to departure from show site.

 Enclosed hangar, locked with security. Outside tie-downs are not acceptable.
 Hotel/Motel accommodations: one non-smoking room, double occupancy.
 Courtesy car for crew transportation, with locking trunk for secure storage of
support equipment.
TEXAS T-CART AIRSHOWS agrees to provide:

 Press Kit / Media information.
 Advance and show site promotional contact and support for media, sponsors and
VIPs.

 Autographs and brochure with photo for audience members, stickers and trading
cards for kids each performance day, photo opportunities and lots of interaction
with spectators.

 A DYNAMITE SHOW!
AUTHORITY TO SIGN: The person signing below for the Event acknowledges he/she is authorized to
sign contracts for the event and by doing so bind the Event into agreement with Texas T-Cart Airshows.

BY: ________________________________________

DATE: _______________

Randy Henderson
Texas T-Cart Airshows

BY: ________________________________________
Name:
Title:
Event:

DATE: _______________

